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On Febri<arv 9, 1988 at 1100 with tha plant in Mode 1 (7% powere 560 F 2250 psia)
it was discovered while adjusting gaina and making hardware modifications to
power range nuclear instruments follcving a refueling outage that the nuclear

| instrumentation negative and positive rate reactor trips had been set
non-conservatively.

!

The immediate action was to continue adjustment of the instruments to make then
,

all operable. All four of the power rarge instrunents were made operable by 1212!

| on February 9, 1988.

The root cause of the event was personnel error. A low leakage core had been

loaded in the refueling outage. Personnel f ailed to properly account for the
effect of a low leakage core on the plant's excore nuclear instrunentation.

| There was no danger to the health and safety of the oublic as all other nuclear

! instrumentation reactor trips were operable with greatly reduced setpoints.
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I. Description of Event

On February 9, 1988 at 1100 with the plant in Mode 1 (7% power, 560 F, 2250 psia)
it was discovered that the positive and negative rate nuclear instrumentation
reactor trips would have actuated at 10% actual power versus the required 5%
actual power as required by Technical Specification 2.2-1. The event was
discovered while adjusting gains and making hardware modifications to the power
range nuclear instrumentation following a refueling outage. As the Nuclear
Instruments (NI) were in the process of being adjusted at the tine of discovery,
corrective action was to continue with instrument adjustment and calibration.
Three nuclear instruments were operable by 1130 on February 9, 1988 and all four
instruments were restored to service by 1212 February 9, 1988.

II. Cause of Event

This event was caused by a failure of utility engineering personnel to properly
account for the effects of a low leakage core on the power range Nuclear
Instruments (NI). As a contributing factor the fuel vendor did not properly
forward all information concerning adjustment of NIs for a low leakage core to
Millstone 3. In anticipation of potential problems with a low leakage core,
previous industry experience had been r'eviewed, specifically Inspection and
Enforcement Notice (IEN) 83-43 and Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)
Significant Operating Experience Report (SOER) 72-82. The fuel vendor was also
asked verbally to supply recommendations on NI adjustment for a plant with a low
leakage loading pattern. As a result of the review of previous industry
experience, and discussions with the fuel vendor, it was determined that the power
range nuclear instruments would need adjustment during the post refueling power
ascension process. Technical Specification 4.3.1 requires adjustment of NI power
gains above 15% power. In anticipation of changes in NI perfortance with a new
core, a special power ascension test was written for the post refueling power
ascension process. Specific steps in this test procedure that addressed NI
calibration problems were:

1. A Precaution that stated that NI current could be as much as one half the
amount seen in Cycle 1.

f 2. A step which placed the Power Range Reactor High Trip Setpoints at 55% versus
' the normal 109%.

On February 6, 1988 following conpletion of low power physics test, reactor power
was raised to 3 '1 power and NI cut < 'nts were observed. At this time the
Instrument and Control Department wat requested to adjust NI Power Range gains.
The signal coming in to tl. drawir vas very low at the time and it was not

possible to totally adjust .he signa;. As power was limited to less than 5% due
to a secondary plant chemistry censiderations, a decisicn wcs made to wait until
the following day when reactor power could be taken to a higher level. On

i

February ' 1988 at approxinately 0500, actual reactor power was increased to1
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II. Cause of Event (Continued)

approximately 16%. It was determined that power range NIs were indicating at 1/2
of actual reactor power based upon secondary plant calorimetric, core temperature
change, and nuclear instrumentation intermediate range signals. Adjustments were
made using the total channel gain adjust and the individual detector circuit
adjust potentiometers. The circuit could only be adjusted by 1/2 the re" tred
amount.

It was determined that a modification to the power range nuclear instrumentation
was necessary, as the power range signals could not be adjusted to within 2% of
core calorimetric power as required by Technical Specification Table 4.3-1 above
15% reactor power. Due to all four channels reading low, the power range reactor
trips would potentially occur at too high a power level. Actual reactor power sas
reduced to less than 10% power to place the F-10 (10% power reactor trip enable)
bistables in the proper condition and the Power Range I.ow Reactor Trip Setpoint
was reduced from 25% to 10% indicated power.

Discussions with the fuel supplier indicated that a field change notice for the
Nuclear Instrumentation, and a calibration procedure related to low leakage cores
had not been issued to Millstone 3.

A copy of the procedure, and new resistors and potentiometers for the power range
NIs, were supplied to Millstone 3 on February 8, 1989 All modifications to the
power range NTs were completed by 1?1? on February 9, 1988. During the
modification and calibration of the NIs it was realized that the positive and
negative rate trips had not been adjusted, as the high and Icw power range trips
had been adjusted, tc compensate for the calibration problen.s.

III. Analysis of Event

This evenc is being reported per 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(vii), any event where a single
cause or condition caused at least one independent train or channel to become
inoperable in multiple systems, or two independent trains or channels to become
inoperable in a single system designed to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in
a safe shutdown condition.

Although Technical Specifications do not require the total power signal to the
reactor trips to be calibrated until above 15% power, the reactor trips provided
by the power range NIs are calibrated assuming that the indicated NI power is
within 2% of actual thermal power. With the total power signal provided to the
trip circuitry indicating one half the actual value, the rate trips would have
actuated at twice the expected value in terms of actual power change.
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III. Analysis of Event (Continued)

The negative rate reactor trip is designed to protect cgainst dropped rod
accidents at hign powers. A negative rate reactor trip was not possible because
the reactor was never operated at a power level in excess of 16% during the time
that the rate trips were not set properly. The positive rate reactor trips were
designed to protect against reactivity addition accidents, such as an ejected rod,
at low power levels. Although the trips would not have occurred at the required
power level, protection was still available because the power range low and high
trips setpoints were adjusted conservatively, the intermediate range reactor trips
were available, and the positive rate trip would have actuated at +10% vs +5% in 2
seconds. In reactivity addition accidents the reactor trip setpoint erro"s are
not considered in FSAR analysis because power excursions a e always limited by the
doppler fuel temperature coefficient. As long as the trip occurs within the
indicated range of the instrument, protection is provided. As a result there was
no danger to the health and safety of the public.

IV. Corrective Act_i_on

The immediate corrective action for this event was to modify t"e power range
instrument circuitry so that the instruments could be calibrated. The root cause
of this event was the failure of utility personnel to acccunt for a low leakage
core in NI adjustment. Although requests had been made to the fuel vendor in
meetings for information on low leakage loading NI calibrations procedures, and
past industry experience had been reviewed, a complete review was not performed.
Rather than relying on meeting notes and verbal responses to requests for
information, Northeast Utilities personnel should have made a written reauest to
the fuel vendor for information concerning this problem. The fuel vendor has
formally notified Northeast Utilities that it has made changes to its internal
control procedures to ensure that information related to core design change
effects on NI post tufueling alignment is forwarded to customers. As a corrective
action the NI reiueling calibration procedure has been modified to require that
the NIs be aligned for the anticipated post refueling NT currents.

V. Additional Information

There have been no similar events where all information required for a design

change was not taken into account prior to implementation of the design.

EITS Codes

fystems
Exco"e Monitoring > Systen: IG

Components
Power Range Nuclear Instrunentation: DET

Vendor
Westinghouse Electric Corporation: (W 120)
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March 10, 1988

'NCkh. 73(a) (2) (vii)Re:

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Reference: Facility Operating License No. NPF-49
Docket No. 50-423
Licensee Event Report 88-010-00

Gentlemen:

This letter forwe.rds Licensee Event Report 88-010--00 required to be
submitted within thirty days pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(vii), any event
where a siagle cause or condition caused at least one channel to become
inoperable in multiple systems.

Yours truly,

NORTHFAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

p'k4 dL
StepMen f. Scace

Station Superintendent
Millstone Nuclear Power Station

SES/DTM:mo

Attachment: LER 88-010-00

cc: W. T. Russell, Region I
W. J. Raymond, Senior Resident Inspector
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